Report: EU getting ready for West Bank withdrawal
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Link from my friend James...
Member of the Israeli Knesset, Shlomo Breznitz of Olmert's Kadima party, has proposed a
new peace plan which he believes is revolutionary
and will solve the situation of Israel's
security problem. Breznitz has proposed that Israel disengage from the West Bank, and hand
control of the region over to the European Union. In the plan, EU forces would gradually
replace IDF soldiers stationed in Judea and Samaria, who would in turn train and equip
Palestinian President Abbas' &quot;security forces&quot;. Eventually it is hoped, Abbas'
forces will be in a position to take control of the region.

Quote: &quot;The plan is based on an Israeli withdrawal from most of the Palestinian
territories and the dismantling of dozens of settlements in the occupied territories. These
territories will then be handed over to a European force, which Breznitz described as an
&quot;important force [which will] control the situation in preparation for the establishment of
a Palestinian state&quot;. Breznitz also revealed that he is going to present this plan on
Wednesday at the ongoing Herzliya conference, taking place outside Tel Aviv. He believes
that this plan is the way out of the current dilemma, and would offer a solution similar to south
Lebanon, or Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Breznitz' ideas are of course not new. At the end of last year, the European Union voted on
sending EU troops
to Gaza in order to put an end the bloodshed. That was after the Beit
Hanoun &quot;
massacre &quot;, when Israel was blamed for killing
dozens of Palestinians. The Bible also states that the European Union, the Revived Roman
Empire, will send troops to the region in order to facilitate the peace agreement. But it seems
Breznitz' plan may be more than just words on a piece of paper. European sources in Israel
and the Palestinian territories have told WorldNetDaily that their institutions are
already
taking on new staff, ahead of an agreement between Israel and the Palestinians. It is
expected
a deal will result in the disengagement from much of the West Bank, and the European
Union, which is already involved in security on the Rafah border and training the Palestinian
police force, will be expected to take on the extra burden of security in the territories.

Quote: &quot;EU sources in Israel tell WND their offices here are taking on new staffers to
deal with matters of security, public relations, diplomacy and regional coordination. They say
they expect an increased work load due to behind-the-scenes diplomatic initiatives they
state may result in an Israeli withdrawal from the West Bank.
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Friends, it seems events are accelerating rapidly, and ideas that were
realm of prophecy are now fast becoming a reality.

once solely in the

Source IMRA , WorldNetDaily
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